Better assessment of understanding is…. Determine empirically how large should the group of people observed be for the probabilities of at least two sharing the same birthdays and the probability of nobody sharing same birthday to be 50%-50%.
The answer for this question is not so straightforward Pooled Learning Outcomes -all 3 courses
• Treatment effects within each class are marginally significant.
• Pooling the results from all 3 studies, however, yields strong evidence suggesting the SOCR-based instruction did potentiate learning. None of the examinations in any class had the control groups scoring ≥ treatment groups.
• Using the sign test and assuming independence of the examinations and the sections we obtain a p-value<0.00098, x 0 =10, X~B(n=10, p=0.5) -evidence that SOCR utilization impacts students' learning and their attitude towards technologybased instruction. 
